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1. CORRECTIONS: 

Page & location  Description of the change  
xiv  Add the following to the list of abbreviations: 
 ADV Adverb 
 EXCL Exclamation, used for yak ‘enough’ and owa ‘oh’ 
 HAB Habitual, action frequently repeated 
 PART Particle, refers to the imperative markers 
 PERF Perfect bu see pg. 71 
 PRON Pronoun 
 QNT Quantifier 
 V Verb 
8, line 4  change ‘Table 1’ to ‘Table 2.1’  
47, line 2  change (2-55b) to (2-57b)  
65, ex. 3-17  change ‘so’ to ‘so that’  
67, ex. 3-22  change gloss of wungi tukwe to ‘like.that break’  
72, Table 3-8  An additional adverb has been found that should be added to the table 

above wundé. The adverb hali occurs with the subject agreement 
suffixes only and gives the meaning ‘is able to’. For example, hali 
hurundé means ‘he is able to do (it)’. Perhaps this could be called the 
Present Sufficient Tense.  

80, ex. 3-65  Free translation could also read “a man who drives a car”  
81, last paragraph.  The past tense subject relativizing suffix is identical in form to the third 

person singular subject agreement suffix -ndé. When used as a 
relativizer it does not appear with an adverb and does not encode 
subject agreement, it is also used with plural subjects.  

82, ex. 3-73  Free translation should be “He said that and then opened the mouth of 
the man who died and...”  

83, line 4  Delete “or follows”  
83, paragraph 2  “This construction” in sentence three refers to the future tense 

relativized object construction  
88, 3.3 paragraph 1 The abbreviated NP mentioned here describes the structure that 

remains after elisions, where the head noun can be supplied by context.  
94, line 6  Change “modality” to “mode”  
97, line 23-24  Change “past tense” to “past perfective tense”  
102, 2nd sentence  The main verb of the sentence is xé ‘saw’ and the verbs in the 

complement clause (sentence) are tukwee, rendéka, and té.  
102, (4-4)  Insert ‘that’ after ‘saw’ in the free translation  
103, last sent.  Change “sentences (3) through (14)” to “sentences (3) through (11) and 

(13) through (14).  
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Page & Location Description of the change 
119, R13  Although the text describes a noun phrase as following the head-final 

generalization of other Hanga Hundi phrase structure rules, this rule 
correctly shows that the head noun is often followed by a quantifier, 
article or intensifier. Since the intensifier male can also modify 
adjectives, quantifiers, and verb phrases and, in all cases, occurs after 
the element it modifies, we could either propose a new phrase, the 
intensifier phrase, or we could simply note that the intensifier is an 
exception to the general phrase structure rules. The articles nak and 
hési also seem to be an exception to the head-final generalization. The 
quantifier phrase, on the other hand, is normally before the head noun. 
When it occurs after, it has been moved for the sake of emphasis.  

181  Section 5.5 should be section 5.6.  
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2. ADDITIONS  

These additions are necessary to fulfill the Grammar Essentials requirement 
of the Papua New Guinea branch of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.  

2.1. Variations in clause constituent order  
Refer to page 104. The variations in constituent order can be related to 

topicalization, afterthought or the normal process of moving complement clauses 
(SVO). OSV frequently results when the subject NP is only a pronoun, in which case 
the pronoun adjacent to the verb could be argued to be part of the VP, encoding both 
subject agreement and a simple past tense.  

2.2. Illness and emotion clauses.  
Refer to page 113. What I describe in this section is two families of concepts 

that are expressed in this language by at least two words, possibly separated by a 
pronoun. In the first group the pronoun agrees with the main subject.  

phrase  word by word translation  free translation  
mauli (Pron) ye  heart (I) do  ‘to like’  
mauli mauli (Pron) ye  heart heart (I) do  ‘to love’  
mauli sauli (Pron) ye  heart heart(redup) (I) do  ‘to be excited’  
aséke (Pron) hiya  sneeze (I) die  ‘to sneeze’  
bar (Pron) hiya  sick (I) die  ‘to be sick’  
hélék (Pron) ye  not like (I) do  ‘not like’  
yike (Pron) ye  not have (I) do  ‘not know’ or ‘not have’  

In the second group of phrases the pronoun does not agree with the main 
subject. Instead the pronoun is the third person singular and is coreferent with the 
body part.  

phrase  word by word translation  free translation  
anéngamba (dé) ti  head (it) bites  ‘have a headache’  
di (dé) guriké  feces (it) pours  ‘have diarrhea’  
dama (dé) hiya  eye (it) dies  ‘be blind’  
séfi (dé) yané  skin (it) burns  ‘have a fever’  

Because the meaning of the above phrases cannot always be deduced from the 
component parts, at least for an American English speaker like me, these phrases 
need to be in the dictionary, not just each individual word. These could be referred to 
as idioms  

2.3. Complementation  
Refer to section 4.3.4. The structure is the same for all complement clauses. 

Complement clauses can occur with the verbs see, hear, think, and know. 
Unfortunately the only examples I gave are for the verb xé ‘see.’  
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2.4. Adverb clauses  
These do not exist in Hanga Hundi, as far as I know. What would normally be 

handled by an adverb clause in English is handled by relative clauses in Hanga 
Hundi. For example, the English phrase ‘when he comes’ is best translated by 
yatendéka nukwambu ‘on the day when he will come’. Refer to section 3.1.3.4 for 
more examples of relativizing suffixes.  

2.5. Anaphora  
Tail/head linkage, as described in section 4.3.5 and section 5.1, is essentially 

the only form of anaphora found in Hanga Hundi. Occasionally a complex concept is 
substituted by using the verb ya ‘do/become’ in the head link (repeating the tail of 
the previous sentence) but Hanga Hundi seems to use this much less than the Maprik 
dialect of Ambulas, based on the revision work we have done in the New Testament 
files. As already mentioned, usually just the verb of a transitive clause is repeated in 
the tail/head linkage, not the object noun phrase.  

2.6. Ellipsis  
The only ellipsis found in Hanga Hundi is the deletion of the object noun 

phrase from a transitive clause when the object can be supplied by the context. One 
example of this can be found in example (4-8) on page 107 of the thesis. In this 
example the object of ‘eat’ is ‘salt’, as supplied by the previous clause. This type of 
ellipsis is very common.  

(4-8) dé sal déka tékalimbu takandéka sandéka ...  
 dé sal dé-ka tékali-mbu taka-ndé-ka sa-ndéka ...  

3SM salt 3SM-POSS tongue-LOC put-3SM-DS eat-3SM-DS  

‘He put salt on his tongue and he (diff.) ate (it) ...’  

Another phenomenon which could be called ellipsis is that adjectives are 
occasionally used as a substitute for the noun phrase. As with the preceding case the 
expanded noun phrase could be supplied by the preceding context. An example of 
this is shown below. This type of ellipsis is very rare.  

Dé méta séraré dé xiya? Dé némafwiré dé xiya. 
dé méta séra-ré dé xiya dé némafwi-ré dé xiya 
3SM what chicken-TO 3SM strike 3SM  big-TO 3SM strike  

‘What chicken did he kill? He killed the big (one).’  

2.7. Paragraph structure  
There is no discernible level which I would call the paragraph in Hanga Hundi.  
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2.8. Written vs. oral style  
Refer to section 5.6. When Hanga Hundi speakers have attempted to write their 

own narratives they generally use a style identical to their oral form except that they 
use the word yak ‘enough’ less. While yak has some discourse uses, it is also used as 
a pause filler, as mentioned in section 5.1.  

2.9. Participant tracking and pronoun usage  
In Hanga Hundi the rules governing the usage of pronouns and the tracking of 

participants through a discourse are fairly simple. If the participants are all people 
then they will be introduced into the discourse by expanded noun phrases but after 
their introduction will be referred to only by pronouns. In cases where the pronouns 
of the participants are identical, e.g. both participants are referred to as dé ‘he’, then 
the name of one of the participants will usually be added to each sentence. Names 
or descriptions are generally only used when necessary to avoid description.  

When a participant is either an animal or a spirit-being, however, the noun 
referring to the participant is generally repeated each time the subject of the story 
becomes that participant, as indicated by a different subject switch reference 
suffix. Often the noun is repeated with a pronoun, which encodes the gender and 
number of the noun. Good examples of this type participant tracking can be found 
in the texts listed in 5.1.1.1 and  
5.1.2.1.  


